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6. The main results. This paper is a continuation of [1]. Throughout we examine
a homogeneous controlled Markov model d {X, A(. ), p, r} with discrete time, count-
able state space X, sets of controls A(x), x X, transition function p and payoff
function r. For the initial state x X and strategy r H, where H is the set of all
strategies, the value of the criterion w(x) is the expectation of the total payoff on the
infinite horizon.

The price of the model is denoted by v, and the price of the class of stationary
strategies S is denoted by s. If the payoff function is replaced by its negative part r-,
then the value of the criterion is denoted by w-; the corresponding prices are denoted
by v_ and s_. v+ is defined similarly when r is replaced by r+ (according to [2],
v+ s+). As before, we assume fulfilled the general convergence condition (4.7), which
according to [3], [4] is equivalent to v+ < eo (if in some relation for the functions the
argument is omitted, this means that the relation holds for all values of the argument).
Since the price of the model coincides with the price of the class of nonrandomized
strategies (this follows from Corollary 4.3), we shall understand throughout what
follows by II the set of nonrandomized strategies.

For a strategy r II and fn Xoao" xnan/ (X A) n+l, n 0, 1,. , we
define the strategy/nr obtained from r if the control is performed at time n + 1 and
prior to this time the sequence of states and controls hn was observed, i.e., hr
and for any prehistory hi Xoao" xi Hi (X x A) x X, O, 1, ,

cri( h i)-- Tl’n+i+l(nhti),
where h,,hi=xoao’"x,a,xoao’.’xi. By definition it is assumed that h_l= and

For rII and h,Hn, n=0, 1,..., we put w(h,) w;’.-’(x,), where /,_ is
the projection of hn onto H,_, i.e., h,= h,,_xn. Thus w=(h,) is the expected total
return under the strategy r from the step n under the condition of the prehistory h,.

Let g" H [0; +[, where H n=o H,. The strategy r is said to be persistently
g-optimal if

w=(h,)>=v(x,)-g(h,) forall h,=xoao. x, eH.

With the exception of Theorem 8.4, this paper considers throughout persistently
g-optimal strategies for g(h,)= g(x,), i.e., g’X [0; +[.

For a function g" X- [-; +] we introduce the operators

Pag(x) E P(ZlX, a)g(z),
zGX

Pg(x) sup {pag(x)" a A(x)},

Tag(x) r(x, a)+ Pag(x),
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Tg(x) sup T’g(x): a A(x)},

which are assumed to be defined for Pg+ < oo. We denote by q the set of non-negative
functions g on X satisfying Pg < oo. It is well known that if v+ < oo, then v
and v Tv.

For g:X [-oo; +oo[, g+ q3 and Y_ X we denote by Lo(g, Y) the set of all
non-negative functions on X such that:

(i) l(x) 0 for x Y,
(ii) l(x) > 0 and l(x) >= max {g(x), Pl(x)} for x X\ Y.
We denote by L(g) Lo(g, ) the set of positive excessive majorants of g.
We put

Xn {x X: w’(x) v(x) for some 7r II},

X+ {x e X: v(x) > 0}, X- {x e X: v(x) < 0},

At(x) {a e A(x): v(x)= Tar(x)},

X ={xe X: a(x) }.

Let r be a measurable function on X x A such that: (i) r2_-> 0, where r2= r-r,
(ii) v2< +00, where v is the price in the model d//i= {X, A(.), p, r}, i= l, 2. Let
Z(r) {x X: v(x) < 0} and let 0//be the collection of all sets Z c__ X such that there
is a measurable function r satisfying (i) and (ii) such that Z c_ Z(r). We note that
Z(r-)={xeX: v_(x)<0}. Since X-c_Z(r-), then

Let {t)[n, N] be the set of all Markov times relative to the flow of o’-algebras
5i} i=o, such that n < r(hoo) < N for any trajectory hoo Hoo. Put 1 32[0; +00].

For A c_ II we introduce the notation

VA(h,)=sup{w=(h,): 7teA}, h, eH, n=O, 1,. .,
d’A(X) =sup lim inf Ev(x,), x X.

wA Noo reSJJ[0, N]

For Y c_g_ X we consider the set of all Y-renewal strategies R r (see example 2.4).
We recall that q R v if the control choice at each time after entry in Y depends on

(i) the current state,
(ii) the state at the last entry in Y,
(iii) the time since the last entry in Y, while before the last entry in Y the strategy

is Markovian,
RYe__ S Y, Rx= S and R{}= M, where S Y is the set of stationary strategies on Y,
Sx= S, M is the set of Markov strategies and S v c_g_ H.

Let us fix an arbitrary Z 0//. Let A* Rx+z Sxc. We note that A*
_
Sx+xcz.

THEOREM 6.1. For any Lo(d’a,, Xn) and e > 0 there exists a persistently el-optimal
strategy q A* (throughout e const).

Remark 6.1. Theorem 6.1 remains valid with almost no change in proof if one
puts A* R Y1 N S Y2, where Y1 c_ X+l,.J Z, Y2 X C.

As noted above X-e 0-//. Let us indicate another example of a possible choice of
Z. For x, y e X and q e 1I we put

Nx(y) E Y l{x, y},
n=0

N,,(y) sup {Nx(y): q e II} sup {N(y): q S}
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(the last equality follows from [2]). Let xnn={XX" Nx(x)<o} and Z*=
xnnu Z(r-). Put

r(x, a) r-(x, a)- 6(x)l{x
where 6 > 0 and 2x,n 6(x)N(x) < oe. Then /(rl)

_
Z*. Hence Z* .

COROUAR 6.1. IfX X+ U X U Zfor some Z , then for any Lo(d’s, Xn)
and e > 0 there exists a stationary el-optimal strategy.

Let us formulate another corollary of Theorem 6.1, whose proof is given in 10.
For Y c__ X, q" Y A, where q(y)6 A(y) for y Y and x X we define

v’Y(x) =sup {w(x) O sY, q,(h)= q(x) for x, Y, n =0, 1,...}.
COROLLARY 6.2. Let Y (Xc\X+) i.3 V, where V is a finite subset ofX+ and each

of the sets A(x), x V, is finite. Then there is a mapping q" Y- A, where q(y) A(y),
y Y, such that v’V(x) v(x), x X.

We note that all states in which the cost is nonpositive and there are only a finite
number of controls are contained in X\X/. Therefore, if in Corollary 6.2 we drop
the condition V

_
X+, we obtain an equivalent assertion. If X (X\X+) U V, then

q is a stationary optimal strategy. Therefore, Corollary 6.2 implies the existence of a

stationary optimal strategy in the following two familiar cases"

(i) X Xc\x+ [5, Theorem 6.3],
(ii) X and A are finite [6], [7]. Note that the finiteness of V and the finiteness

of A(x) for x V are essential [3, Chap. 6, 3, example 2, and Chap. 7, 8, example
1], and, as the second of the examples shows, the condition of finiteness of the A(x)
cannot be replaced by the condition of their compactness.

Let us consider the construction of (f B)-generated strategies introduced in 2
and condition 2.1 also for such strategies amounting to the fact that in the successive
entry into each state the information on the past differs from the information at the
times of the previous entries into this state. Examples of classes of (f, B)-generated
strategies By satisfying condition 2.1 (including Markovian and tracking strategies)
are given in 2. Let us formulate the main result of this paper.

THEOREM 6.2. For anyfand B satisfying condition 2.1 andfor any Lo(d’a., Xn),
e > 0, there is a persistently el-optimal strategy q Sx+xZ (-I B f.

As indicated in 1, Theorem 6.2 generalizes Theorem 2.1 in [8]. Therefore,
Theorem 6.2 yields the results on the sufficiency of stationary, Markovian, tracking
and other strategies indicated in [8] as corollaries of [8, Thm. 2.1] (one can also add
to such corollaries Theorems 5.6, 8.1 and 8.6 in [9]). For Br= M, Theorem 6.2 also
yields Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 in [9] (these results do not follow from [8] since in [8] a
smaller class of functions was considered than in this paper).

We remark that for deterministic models, in Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 one can put
l Lo(0, Xt) (see the analogous remarks in [8], [10]).

Let us consider the problem of the structure of the class of sets Y_ X for which

Vs v. Chitashvili [11] gave an example of a model with a finite number of states
and two subsets Y, V X such that X Y U V and v Vs vs", but v s. This means
that, even in the case of finite X, a maximal subset Y for which the price of the model
coincides with the price of the class S does not have to be unique. The next example
shows that in the case of countable X there does not have to be a maximal subset
Y
_
X such that Vs" v.
Example 6.1. Let X {g, y, 0, +1, +/-2,...}, where g is an absorbent state with

zero payoff, A(x) A={al, a2, bl, b2, "}, P(glY, a)= 1, r(y, a)=-1 for all a

A, and p(j+llj a)=p(j-llj, a’) =1/2, p(ylj, bi) l/i, P(JlJ, b’)= 1-1/i, r(j, ai)
-l/i, r(j,b)=O, where i=l,2,...,j=0, +/-1, +2,.... Then v(y)=-I and v(x)=0
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for x y. It is easy to see that Vs v for any set Y {g, y, 0, + 1, +2, , +N}, N <
(on the set {0, +1,..., +/-N} one must apply controls of the type a for sufficiently
large i, while at points +(N+ 1) one must apply nonstationary strategies using controls
of the type b i, i--> oe, and bearing a payoff close to 0). Due to the recurrence of a
symmetric random walk on the line, for any stationary strategy p with q(j) a i, where
j=0, +/-1,..., i= 1, 2,. ., we have w(i) =-oo, i=0, +/-1, +/-2,. . Hence, s(i)_-<-l,
where i=0,+/-l,....

We do not know whether contains a maximal element. If such an element exists
then by Lemma 6.1 it is unique. We point out that if X is finite, then OR has a maximal
element.

LEMMA 6.1. If Z1, Z2 E o-, then ZI U Z2 ell.
Proof. Let Zi_ Z(ri), i= 1, 2. Then Z1U Z2___ Z(rl), where rl(x, a) min {rl(x, a),

r(x, a)}. Indeed, let x Z1U Z2. Then vl(x) _-< min {vii(x), v(x)} < 0, where v is the
price in the model with payoff function r, 1, 2. Moreover, for the functions r.2 r- r),
we have v-< v + v < +oo. The lemma is proved.

Since X-c R, it follows from Lemma 6.1 that, if in Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 we
replace the set X+U Z by X+U X-U Z, then we obtain equivalent assertions.

The following two questions come up in regard to Theorem 6.1.
(1) Can one set A*= Rx+uxuz in Theorem 6.1?
(2) The choice of the control in the state x X\(X/ U X U Z) for A* depends

on the state at the last entry into X/U Z; can one discard this dependency or at least
replace it by the dependency on the state at the next instant (when the chain is in
x\(x+uz))?

The following two examples (in both cases we assume Z X-) give negative
answers to these questions.

Example 6.2. Let X {x, xl}, A- A(x) {1, 2,...}, A(x1) {1}, p(xlx1, 1)= 1,
r(x1,1)=O and p(xlx, i)=1, r(x, i)=-l/i, i=1,2,.... Then v(x) =v(xl)-0,
Xc= {x} and X+U Z . For any stationary strategy q we have w -oo. It is easy
to see that also w =-oe for any {x}-renewal strategy q.

Example 6.3. Let x {x, x, .}, A A(x) {1, 2,. .}, A(x) {1},
p(xlxi,1)= l, r(x’, l)=-l/i and p(xlx, i)=1, r(x,i)=0, i=l, 2,.... Then
v(x) =-1/i, i= 1, 2,..., and v(x) =0. For any stationary strategy q we have w=
-eo. If q is an (X\{x})-renewal strategy and the choice of control at the time of entry
into x does not depend on the preceding state, then this strategy prescribes choosing
one and the same control at the times of entry into x beginning with time 1. It is easy
to see that w=

7. Scheme of proof of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2. According to [12, Thm. 3.1] and [9,
Cor. 4.5], in all states x X\X/ one can fix one control, discarding the others, thereby
not changing the price of the model. In the new model Rx+uz-- RX/UZU Sxc, the
function d. in the new model does not increase, and the classes Lo(d’., Xn) and OR
do not contract. Therefore, it suffices to prove Theorem 6.1 for the case A* Rx/uz.
Theorem 6.1 is proved with the aid of the following assertion (all objects pertaining
to a Y-embedded model are marked below by the index Y, e.g., Sy is the price of the
class of stationary strategies in the model

THEOREM 7.1. Let Y
_
X and Sy(X) )y(X) for all x Y. Then for any e > 0 and

Lo(d ’, Xn) there exists a persistently el-optimal strategy
In the proof of Theorem 7.1 given in 8, we make essential use of the fact that,

for any Y, the class R Y is the class of (f, B)-generated strategies, where f satisfies the
following condition.
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CONDITION 7.1 (cf. [13, condition A]). Iff(hm)=f(h;) and x, x’ for some hm,
h; 6 H, where m, n -0, 1,. ., then f(hr,aZ) =f(h’az) for all a 6 A, z X.

As was established in 13, Lemma 13], if condition 7.1 holds, then one can construct
a new model) (evolvent) such that between the class of stationary strategies in the new
model and the class of (f, B)-generated strategies in the initial model there exists a
one-to-one correspondence under which the value of the criterion w is preserved.
According to [10], for any e >0 and any function I:X[O; +[ in some class of
functions (e.g., l L(s)) there exists a stationary strategy q such that w>= s-el (in
[13, Thm. 1] this theorem was extended to functions of a wider class of functions
than the one considered in [10]). With the aid of this result, it was proved in [13] that
iff satisfies condition 7.1, then, for any e > 0 and any function l: H- [0; +[ in some
class of functions, there exists a strategy q By such that w (h) >- vBs(h) el(h) for
all h H. With the aid of the results in [13] and Theorem 5.1, we show in 8 that

(i) if Sy(X) Vy(X) for all x Y, then VRY(hn) V(Xn) for all h, 6 H, n =0, 1,. .,
(ii) in R Y there exist strategies that are persistently el-optimal relative to the price

of the class for 1 L(d’R’, Xn). Theorem 7.1 follows from these two assertions.
In 9 we show that s- v if v < 0 (Lemma 9.1). In 10 it is established that if

y c_ X/U Z, then Sy-Vy (Theorem 6.1 follows from this and Theorem 7.1). In the
proof of the equality Sy- Vy the validity of the equality s- v in the following two
cases is used: (i) v > 0 [12], (ii) v < 0 (Lemma 9.1).

The proof of Theorem 6.2 is based on Theorem 6.1. Since A*
_
Sx+xcuz, it follows

from Theorem 6.1 that in each state x e X+ U X U Z one can fix a control and discard
the others so that in each state x X the price decreases by at most el(x) In this
model, there is exactly one control in the states where the price is positive. For such
models the theorem on the existence of persistently el-optimal strategies By is
valid if the class By satisfies condition 2.1 (Theorem 11.1).

8. Ancillary assertions. An expression of the form Eg(h) means EI{z<
c}g(h), z

LEMMA 8.1 [14, Chap. 2, Lemma 3]. For any r H, z and any non-negative
excessive function g on X (i.e., g p, g >-Pg)

g(x)>__E;g(x) xX.

Let there be given an -measurable function g: H [-c; +[. For zr H and
we put

{’- )}w(x, r, g)=E E r+(x,, a,)+g(h,
n=0

and if w(x, z, g)< +, we define the quantity

{’- )}w=(x, ’, g)=E E r(x,, a,)+g(h
n-----0

Note that w=(x)= w=(x, z, w=). In this paper we often consider the case g(hn)= g(x,).
The next lemma assures one that it is correct to use in what follows expressions of the
form w=(x, z, g).

LEMMA 8.2 10, Lemma 3.4]. For all x X, 7r II and z ,
o<- w(x, , o)<- w(x, , s)<-_ w(x, , v)<= w.(x, z, v+) <.

For g <= v+, g X [-; +c[, we consider the quantity

v(x, z, g) =sup {w=(x, %g): zr 6 II}, xeX, ze.
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LEMMA 8.3. The relations w=(x, -, v) >- w=(x) and v(x, ’, v) v(x), where x X,
zr II, r P, hold.

Proof For x X, r g and zr II we have

w’(x) w’(x, r, O) +E;w=(h,) w=(x, "r, v).

Hence v(x) <- v(x, ,r, v).
For an arbitrary e > 0 we consider a strategy cr such that w"(x) >= v(x) e for all

x e X. We define the strategy 3"

yn(hn)= {zrn(hn), n < ’,

r,_,(x,a,. xn), n >- z.

Then v(x)>-wV(x)=w’(x, z,O)+E;w(x,)>-w=(x, -, v-e)>=w=(x, z, v)-e. Since
e > 0 and zr II are arbitrary, v(x)>= v(x, z, v). The lemma is proved.

LEMMA 8.4 [10, Lemma 3.6]. Let z, s)), n 1, 2,. , and z,(h)oefor all h
Iffor some zr Ii, x X and some function g" X I-co;

(a) lim infn_. w=(x, zn, g) >= g(x)- 61,
(b) lim infn_. Eg(x,.) -<

then w=(x) >= g(x)-(31+ 62).
For q e S and g’X [-co; +oe[ we put Tg(x) T(’)g(x).
LEMMA 8.5. Let q S and g’X- [-oe, 0]. If Tg >- g, then w >- g.
Proof It is easy to verify that

w’(x,n,g)=(T)ng(x)>-g(x), x6X, n=O, 1,. .,
and Lemma 8.5 follows from Lemma 8.4 for zn n, 61 6z 0.

THEOREM 8.1 [10, Thm. 2.1]. For any e >0 and l L(s), there exists a q S such
that w >- s- el.

For strategies r, cr II and r we denote by error the strategy 3’ defined by the
equality

f .(h.), n < ,
crn(h,), n_->r.

respectively,LEMMA 8.6. Let r r + r2, where r2 >= 0 and v < +oe, and v and s,
are the price and the price of the class of stationary strategies in the model At i=
{X, a(. ), p, ri}, i= 1, 2. Then if s v s v.

Proof We fix e > 0 and x X. Let L(v) and let zr be an e-optimal strategy in
the model under the initial state x, and q be a stationary strategy such that
w(x) >- vl(x)-el(x) for all xX. The existence of q follows from the condition
s v l, the inequality v <= v and Theorem 8.1. Because of the condition /)2 < (X) there
is an index N > 0 such that

E’] 2 r(x,, an)<=e.
n=N

Let wl(h) be the value of the criterion in the model E 1. Then, noting Lemma 8.1,
we have

w(x) w(x, N, w) >= w=(x, N, v)- t(x)

>-_ w’(x, N, v)+E; Y r(x., a.)-e(l(x)+ 1)
n=N

>= w(x, N, w")-e(l(x)+ 1)-> v(x)-e(l(x)+2).
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The strategy 7rNq uses in each state only a finite number of controls. Therefore, from
10, Lemma 3.9], we have s >= w=N. Since e > 0 is arbitrary, s -> v. The lemma is proved.

COROLLARY 8.1 [9, Theorem 5.4]. If s_= v_, s v.
THEOREM 8.2. There exists a stationary strategy q* such that
(a) w*(x) v(x), x Xr,
(b) p(zlx, *(x))-0, x X, z X\X.
The proof of Theorem 8.2 is similar to that of closely related assertions in [12,

Thm. 1.2], [10, Lemma 4.1] and [9, Thm. 4.7].
COROLLARY 8.2.
(A) Xr XC;
(B) Xn {x6X: w(x)=s(x) for some q6S}.
Proof For x Xn we have
(A) v(x)= w*(x)= T*w*(x)= T*v(x);
(B) s(x) >= w*(x) v(x) >-_ s(x).
COROLLARY 8.3 [9, Thm. 4.7]. Let p* be the stationary strategy whose existence is

asserted in Theorem 8.2. If in each state x Xri one removes all the controls except q*(x),
then the price of the model does not change.

For A_H we put Ha={hH: w=(h)=va(h) for some 7r A}. Obviously,

Hn CI h, 6 H," xn XII}.
n--0

COROLLARY 8.4. Let A_ S and VA(h,)= V(X,) for all h, H, n=0, 1,.... Then

H= H.
Proof Let h, e Hri. Then, by Theorem 8.2,

w*(h,) w*(x,) v(x,) for some q* e S
_

A.

Hence Hn Ha. If h, Ha, then w=(h,) v(x,) for some 7rA_l-I. Consequently
HA

_
Hn. The corollary is proved.
LZMMA 8.7. Let A By, where f and B satisfy condition 7.1. Then w":(h’,)<-

va(h’,) for alt h’,H, rer3[n,o], n=0, 1,..’, and q , qA.
Let us give the scheme of the proof. Following [13], we consider the evolvent of

the initial model, i.e., the model in which the state at the ith instant is the pair
(x, b)= (x,f(h)). Objects pertaining to the evolvent will be marked by a tilde. For

" e [n, oo] for each h’ x’oa’o’" x, we consider the Markov time ? in the evolvent:

r(xoboaoxbal ")= ’(x’oa’o x’,_a’,_Xoaox,a ")- n.

For a strategy q e A we consider the stationary strategy q e " q(x, b) q(x, b),
(x, b)e., i=1,2. Using Lemma 12 in [13], one can easily check that w"(h’,)
’(x’,,f(h’,)). The strategy q31?q uses in each state at most two controls. Con-
sequently, (x’.,f(h’,))<=g(x’,,f(h’)) [10, Lemma 3.9]. Moreover va(h’,)=
g(X’n,f(h’,)) [13, Lemma 13]. Thus we obtain the statement of the lemma.

For h, H,, n =0, 1,... and A_II we put

da(h,) sup lim inf Ehva(h,),
"n’A N "rd[ n,N]

where E h. is the expectation under the strategy 7r and under the condition that the
prehistory before the nth step coincides with h, (see the precise definition of Eh.. in
[13]; we note that in [13] in the definition of da(h,) there are two misprints:

(1) under the supremum one should have A rather than H;
(2) in the middle of the definition the period should be replaced by a comma).
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For g" H - [-; +[ and H’ H we denote by Lo"(g, H’) the set of o%-measurable
functions l’H [0; +[, such that

(a) for hell’,

(8.) t(a) =0;

(b) for h, eH\H’, n=0,1,...,

(8.2) l(h,)>=max {g(hn), sup {r(x,, a)+ p(zlx,, a)l(h,az)}.aA(x,,) zX

Let Hx’b= U2o {h, e H," x, x,f(h,)= b}, where (x, b)e X x B.
THEOREM 8.3 [13, Thm. 4]. Let A= By, where f satisfies condition 7.1. Then for

any e > 0 and any function e Lo"(da, Ha), satisfying for all (x, b) e X x B, such that
Hx’b\HA , the condition

(8.3) inf { l(h)" h e Hx,b\HA} > 0,

there exists a q e A, such that w h >= va( h el(h) for all h e H.
We note that if l(h,)=v+(x,)+l for h,C-Ha and /(h,)=0 for h, eHA, then

e Lo(dA, HA) and satisfies condition (8.3).
LEMMA 8.8. Let Y X. We consider f and B defined in Example 2.4 which define

the class of strategies Bt= R . Then the function f satisfies condition 7.1.
Proof Let f(h,) (y, k), where h, e H, n 0, 1, , y e X, k 0, 1, . We point

out that y e Y if and only if n _-> ’, where - is the first entry in Y. Let a e A and z e X.
If ze Y, then f(h,az)=(z,O). If z_ Y, ye Y, then f(h,az)=(y,k+ l). If z, y Y, then
n + < -, k n and hence f(h,az)= (z, k + 1). The lemma is proved.

THEOREM 8.4. Let Y X and sy(y) vy(y) for all y e Y. Then for any e > 0 and
any e Lg (dRY, HR Y), satisfying (8.3) for B andf defined in Example 2.4, there exists a
persistently el-optimal strategy

Proof By Lemma 8.8 and Theorem 8.3, for any e > 0 and any e L(dR’, HRY),
satisfying condition (8.3), there is a strategy q e R Y such that

(8.4) w’(h,) >- v,(h,,)-el(h,), h,, e H, n=0, 1,. .
If VR" (h,) v(x,) for all h,, then, by Corollary 8.4,

HR HII
and the theorem is proved. Let us show that vn, (h,) v(x,).

If x, Y, then from the definition of R Y it follows that vn (h,) vn (x,). From
Theorem 5.1 we have vnY(X,)= v(x,). Now let there be given an h, such that x, Y.
We fix e >0 and choose a strategy qe R " satisfying (8.4) for/(h) v+(x)+ 1, h H.
We consider a strategy 7r e M such that w=(h,,)>-_ v(x,)-e (the existence of such a
strategy follows for example from Corol.lary 4.3). Let ere R r, o-re(h,,)= 7r,.(x,.) for
n -< m < - min { _-> n: x e Y} and h, h,_x,. Then

w(h.) w-’(x., o, w) w"-’(x., o, w)

>--wr’-(x,,, ’o, v)- el(x,)

>- w’"-’(x,) e( v+(x,) + 1)

>=v(x,)-e(v+(x,)+2)

(the first inequality is valid by (8.4), the equality v’(h,) v(x,) for x, e Y and Lemma
8.1, the second inequality follows from Lemma 8.3 and the last inequality follows from
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the choice of or). But from Lemma 8.7 we have VR,’(h,)>=w*.(h,). Since e>0 is
arbitrary, VR h, >= v(x, ). The theorem is proved.

LEMMA 8.9. Let YX, VR’(hn)=v(x") for all h,,Hn, n=O, 1,..., and l
Lo(d’Y, Xri). Then the function /:H[0;+o[, l(h,)=l(x,), where h,H,, n=0,
1,. , is in Lo dR ’, Hn) and satisfies condition (8.3) for B andfdefined in Example 2.4.

Proof. We write A R . Since A
___

S, it follows from Lemma 8.8 that HA Hri.
From (8.1) it follows that /(h)=0 for he HA. If h, Hn, then x,:Xri and /(h,)=
l(x,) >0. Hence (8.3) holds. From va(hk)= V(Xk), hk H, it follows that

da(h,,)=sup lim inf Eh--’v(x),
,n-A Ncx "r[O,N]

where h’,_, is the projection of h, onto /’n-1. Since h"n_ 17/" R Y for r R , we have
da(h,)<=d’a(x,), and thus from the inclusion l Lo(d’A, Xn), condition (8.2) holds for
the function l(h) for g(h) da(h). The lemma is proved.

Theorem 7.1 follows from Theorem 8.4 and Lemma 8.9.

9. Strictly negative dynamic programming. In this section we prove the following
result which is a special case of Corollary 6.1 and is of independent interest.

THEOREM 9.1. If V < O, then, for any e > 0 and L(v) (e.g., 1), there exists a
stationary el-optimal strategy q (i.e., w >= v- el).

In view of Theorem 8.1, Theorem 9.1 follows from Lemma 9.1, which is used
below in the proof of Theorem 6.1.

LEMMA 9.1. If V < O, S V.

We point out that Lemma 9.1 is contained in [15]. The proof in [15] is based on
[16]. Below we offer a proof that does not rely on [16].

Let c(x) sup {r(x, a): a A(x)}.
LEMMA 9.2. If C < O, S V.

Proof. Consider an arbitrary or, -1 < a < 0. Since Tv v and c < 0, one can choose
a stationary strategy q such that T%(x)+ ar(x, 4,(x)) >- v(x), x X.

Consider the model {X, A(. ), p, (1 + a)r}. Denote by T and w the corre-
sponding operator and payoff function for this model. Obviously, w=(l+a)w,
7r H, and

Tv(x)= TZv(x)+ ar(x, O(x))>= v(x), x X.

We apply Lemma 8.5 to the model and g v. We have (1 + a)w+ w -> v. Moreover,
s => wz. Hence s(x) >= v(x)/(1 + a) for arbitrary a e ]-1, 0[. Thus s(x) >= v(x). The
reverse inequality is obvious. The lemma is proved.

For x e X we put r(ho)= 0 and

-(h) min {n > z-l" x, x}, l, 2, h H.

0)<0.LEMMA 9.3. If t(X) < 0 for some x X, then v(x, -,
0) > 0. Consider an arbitrary e > 0 and strategiesProof. We assume that v(x, ,

r such that

w’(x, 7", O)>----el2i+l, i=0, 1," .
We define the strategy cr by

o’.(Xoao x.)= r,,_.,(x.,, a.,x, x.),
i+1when-_-<n<-x i=O, 1....
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Condition (4.7) makes it possible to group the terms of the series (4.3). Hence
one can write

.rx/+l--
Wr(X) E E l{’l’ix < oo} E

i=0 n=,rx

r(xn, an)

E O0}Wcri O) > /2’+’P.{rx < (x, %, Y e -e.
i=O i=0

Consequently, v(x) >-_-e. Since e > 0 is arbitrary, v(x) >= 0, which contradicts the
condition of the lemma. The lemma is proved.

Note that

(9.1) N(z)= l{x}(Z)+ , P’]{riz<OO}, x,zX, rreH.
i=1

LEMMA 9.4. Let there be given states x, z X and a strategy o" H such that v(z) < 0
and w(x) > -o. Then N(z) <.

Proof It follows from Lemma 9.3 that there is a 6> 0 such that v(z, rlz, O)<--6.
Hence,

(9.2) w=(z, r,, O) <= -6, rr II.

For r we have

rz/+l --1

wCr(x)"-W’(x, Tlz, 0)--E E l{Tiz <(}
i=

r(Xn, an)

w"(x, rlz, 0)+E E E l{riz=j}wh-’"( z, rlz, O)
i=lj=l

<= w"(x, rlz, 0)-E’ E E l{riz =j}
i=1 j=l

w"(x, rlz, O) 6 E P{riz < }
i=1

w"(x, rz, O)-6(N(z)-l{,}(z))
(the inequality follows from (9.2), and the last equality from (9.1)). In view of condition
(4.7),

w"(x, , o)< +.

Since 6>0 and w"(x)>-m, then N(z)< m. The lemma is proved.
LEMMA 9.5. If r <--_ 0 and v < O, then s v.
Proof We fix arbitrary x e X and e > 0. If v(x)=-m, then s(x)=-m. Let v(x)>

-m. We consider a strategy such that w(x)>= v(x)-e/3. Applying Lemma 9.4, we
choose a function d:X + ]0; +m[, such that Yzx N(z)d(z) < e/3.

Consider the model d {X, a(. ), p, rd}, where rd(Z, a)= r(z, a)- d(z), z e X,
a A(z). Denote by w(.) the value of the criterion and by Vd(’) the value of the
price in the model d. Then

w(x) w=(x)- Y N’(z)d(z), rr 11.
zX
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Since r(z, a) <=0, we have ra(z, a) <- -d(z) < 0 for all z c X, a c A(z). Consequently,
Lemma 9.2 implies that there exists a strategy q c S such that

w(x) >- v(x)- /3 >- w(x)- /3.
Since q c S,

s(x) >-_ w(x) >- w(x) >- w(x)- /3
w(x)- E N(z)d(z)- e/3

zX

>-w(x)-2e/3>-v(x)-e.

Since e > 0 is arbitrary, the lemma is proved.
Proof of Lemma 9.1. If v < 0, then v_ -<_ v < 0. From Lemma 9.5 we have s_ v_,

and the lemma follows from Corollary 8.1.

10. Proof of Theorem 6.1.
LEMMA 10.1. Let one of the following two conditions hold:
(a) Y

_
X+,

(b) Y c //.
Then for any e > 0 and c L( v) there is a stationary strategy q on Yfor which

w(x)>-_v(x)-el(x), xcX.

Proof We consider the model J//y and show that Sy Vy. By Theorem 5.1,

v.(x)=v(x)>O.

Therefore, in case (a) the equality Sy-’-Vy follows from the fact that if v >0, then
s=v [12]. In case (b), for x Y and qcM we define -(h)=min {n> 0" xn Y},

(10.1) r(x, q)=E ri(xn, an), i=0, 1.
n=O

Then ry(x, p) ry(X, q)+ ry(X, q) and the pair of functions r., ry satisfies in d//y the
conditions of Lemma 8.6. Here the equality s. Vy, where v(v and s y are, respectively,
the price and the price of the class of stationary strategies in the model .=
{ Y, M, py, r.}, follows from Lemma 9.1 applied to. (by Theorem 5.1 Vy(X) vl(x) <
0, x e Y). Thus, Sy Vy, and Lemma 10.1 follows from Theorem 7.1.

THEOREM 10.1. IfX X+U Z, where Z , then s v.

Proof. We choose an arbitrary e >0 and e L(v). If the sets Al(’)c_ A(.) are
given, then we shall consider the model 1 {X, A1(.), p, r} and mark the objects
pertaining to this model and differing from objects in the original model by the subscript
1.

By Lemma 10.1, case (a), there is a strategy (lc SX+ such that w’>= v-el. Put
Al(X) {q l(x)} for x e X/ and Al(x) A(x) for x X\X/.

Let us consider the model 1. Then vl >= v- el. Since Al(" c_ A(. ), then Vll(X) <--
vl(x) < 0 for x Z and v -< v2< +ee. By Lemma 10.1, case (b), applied to 1, there
is in this model a stationary strategy qz on Z such that w2>= vl-el>= v-2el. Since
the sets Al(x) are singletons for x X\Z, o2 S and s >= v-2el, where e > 0 and
e L(v) are arbitrary. The theorem is proved.

THEOREM 10.2. If Y c__ X/ U Z, where Z all, then Sy Vy.

Proof Consider the model y. By Theorem 5.1 we have Vy(X) > 0 for x Y f-I X/.
For x e Yf’/Z we consider the functions r’y defined in (10.1). Then (see the proof of
Lemma 10.1)

v’(x) v’(x) < O, v(x)=v(x)<.
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Hence Jy satisfies the condition of Theorem 10.1. The theorem is proved.
Proofof Theorem 6.1. According to 12, Thm. 3.1] and [9, Cor. 4.5], in each state

x Xc\X+ one can replace A(x) by any control a AC(x), not changing thereby the
price of the model. Applying Theorem 10.2 to the new model we have Sg- Vg, where
y c_ X+U Z, which by Theorem 7.1 proves Theorem 6.1.

Proof of Corollary 6.2. As in the proof of Theorem 6.1, we may assume without
loss of generality that, for each x Xc\x+, the set A(x) consists of a single point.
Then the set of all mappings 0 Y--> A, where o(y) A(y) for y Y, is finite. We fix

L(v). It follows from Theorem 6.1 that for any e > 0 there is a mapping o X -> Y,
where 0 (y) A(y) for y Y, such that

w’Y(x) >-_ v(x)- el(x), x e X.

The set of all mappings o is finite, so for some o the last inequality is valid for all
e > 0. Consequently, v’Y>_-v. The converse inequality is obvious.

11. Proof of Theorem 6.2. Noting Corollary 8.3, one can further assume without
loss of generality that each of the sets A(x), x Xn, consists of one point. For f and
B satisfying condition 2.1, Lo(0, Xn) and q By we put, for (x, b) J,

0,
er(x, b)=

(v(x)- r(x’bv(x))/l(x),

and g= ,(x.b): eT(x, b).
LEMMA 11.1. Let there be given fand B satisfying condition 2.1, and Lo(0, Xn).

Then, for all n 1, 2,. .,
(11.1) w’(x,n,v)>-_v(x)-g’fl(x), xeX,eBf.

(11.2)

Proof For n we have

w(x, 1, v) To(X)v(x) v(x)- e(x,f(x))l(x) >- v(x)- gl(x),

where x e X, q e BY.
Let (11.1) be valid for some n 1, 2, .. We fix q e By and x e X. Put q =/oO,

where /o Xqo(X). By condition 2.1,

(11.3)

We have

gf <= g’f e’(x,f(x)).

w(x, n + 1, v)= To()v(x)-E(v(xl)-Wf(X1, l’l, V))

>--_ v(x)-e(x,f(x))l(x)-EgOl l(Xl)

>= v(x)-(e(x,f(x))+ gl )l(x)>= v(x)-

(the first inequality follows from (11.1) and (11.2), the second from Lemma 8.1, and
the last from (11.3)). The lemma is proved.

Let -Y(h) min {i -> n" xi Y}, where n 0, 1,. ., Y
LEMMA 11.2. Let Y Xand in each state x X\ Ylet there be only one control Then

w’(x, , v) v(x), x e x, r II.

Proof Since for each x eX\Y the set A(x) is a singleton, w’(x, roY, v)=
v(x, rYo, v), where x e X, r e H, and Lemma 11.2 follows from Lemma 8.3.
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LEMMA 11.3. Let there be given fand B satisfying condition 2.1, L0(0, Xn) and
a set Y

_
X such that, for each x X\ Y, the set A(x) consists of a single point. Then

w (x, ’,Y, v) >= v(x) gl(x), x e X, q e By, n 1, 2,. ..
Proof Combining Lemmas 11.2 and 11.1, we have

" v) w(x, n, O)+lwh.-,(x, r, v)w (x, z,,

w(x, n, v) >- v(x)- gl(x).

The lemma is proved.
Condition 11.1. For each x X/ the set A(x) consists of one point.
The next theorem generalizes for countable X the theorem on the existence of

Markov e-optimal strategies in negative programming [17].
THEOREM 11.1. Let there be given fand B satisfying condition 2.1 and let condition

11.1 hold. Then, for any e > 0 and Io(0, Xn), there is a persistently el-optimal strategy
Bf.

Proof. We fix arbitr.ary e > 0, Lo(0, Xn). We choose a strategy q Bf so that
g’ =< e. Let h H, = h_, x= x, where h h_x. Then <= <= e (see (11.3)).
Put Y X\X+. Then, by Lemma 11.3,

wU’(x, ’, v) > v(x) el(x), n 1, 2,

Since v(z)<-_0 for z e Y,

Ev(x,) <= 0, n=l,2,....

Applying Lemma 8.4 to the sequence -Y’, we obtain the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 6.2. We fix e > 0 and Lo(dx*, Xn). It follows from Theorem

6.1 that one can fix one control in each state x X/t.J XCt_J Z, discarding the others,
so that in each state x X the price does not decrease by more than el(x)/2. The new
model will then satisfy condition 11.1.

It follows from Theorem 11.1 that in the new model there is a persistently
(el/2)-optimal strategy q By. This strategy is persistently el-optimal in the initial
model and is stationary on X+IA XcLI Z. The theorem is proved.

Acknowledgments. The author expresses profound gratitude to E. L. Presman and
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